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Leadership for Nation Building:
the Case of Korean Presidents1

In a typical new state, expectations are high, but state capacity is
low. Its leaders thus become easy targets of criticism. Only a
strong, effective and visionary leader can overcome the
difficulties and succeed in tackling the many tasks of nation
building.
Nevertheless, few analysts have systematically
considered the difficult tasks and constraints with which leaders
of those nations must contend.
This article attempts to examine the leadership role Korean
presidents played in the process of nation building.5 To this end,
it will first review previous research on leadership, examine the
common problems facing third world countries, and identify the
specific tasks of nation building in these countries. It will then
explore a theoretical perspective linking leadership to successful
nation building, and apply the perspective to the evaluation of
Korean presidents.6 A key finding is that attributes of “good”
leadership differ at different stages of national development.
This must be taken into account when assessing the qualities of
individual presidents in the recent history of Korea and
elsewhere.

Choong Nam Kim, Ph.D.
East-West Center
Introduction
South Korea (Korea hereafter) has represented one of the
most successful cases in the history of nation building. The
country, known as “an East Asian model of economic prosperity
and political democracy,” 2 emerged as a modern nation in a
single generation and under the most trying circumstances—the
legacy of colonial rule, national division, the Korean War and
continual confrontation with the Communist North. Its success in
nation building is extraordinary, not only in the history of this
country, but also in comparison with other third world countries.
However, Korea continues to be regarded as a country of
“missing leaders.” Images of presidents in Korea are largely
negative. Compared with other Asian democracies, Koreans’
distrust of their leaders and government is exceptionally high.3 It
is a great irony that the country’s nation building is lauded while
the presidents who largely engineered it are blamed or distrusted.
This negative view is not based on a balanced evaluation of their
presidencies; despite the central role of presidents in Korean
nation building, no systematic study of its presidential leadership
exists. 4 Does all this mean that South Korea has achieved its
phenomenal success without leadership; certainly not. South
Korea’s politics is leader-centric: the presidency has been the
heart and mind of the country.
Leadership matters, particularly in developing countries. In
the early stage of nation building, state institutions may be
impressive on paper but ineffective in practice. New states
usually have inadequate capability dealing with the demands and
challenges facing them. Nation building is a long-term, arduous
process of creating and strengthening self-sustaining national
infrastructure, including security and political institutions as well
as a socioeconomic foundation. Its challenges are so daunting
and perilous that it is almost impossible for an ordinary leader to
effectively attend to multiple and contending issues, and succeed.
113

The Role of Leadership for Nation Building
Nation building is viewed in this study as the long-term
internal process of building the social, economic and political
foundations of a state—a process of self-sustaining national
development.7 This view differs from the commonly used notion
equating it merely with short-term efforts to stabilize a failed, or
failing, state and creating or strengthening that state’s
government institutions through outside intervention, a narrow
view of military occupation, peacekeeping, and reconstruction
that is often used interchangeably with state building.
In recent years the meaning of the term nation building has
shifted from its traditional sense of creating nationhood toward
the concept of post-conflict state formation. Thus most recent
literature on nation building focuses on the security implications
of failed or weak states.8 Here, nation building is seen primarily
as an international security issue rather than a domestic
developmental one. Historically, however, ‘nation building’ by
military force usually fails. The recent intervention in Iraq
illustrates how haphazard and unfocused ‘nation building’ is in
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practice. Whereas a strong indigenous state capacity is almost
always a requirement for successful nation building, building
this capacity may be a challenge beyond the capacity of outsiders.
Critics of ‘nation builders’ argue that it is arrogant to suppose
that outsiders can build a nation or spread democracy.9 Effective
state institutions historically evolve originally out of a nation’s
social structure, cultural norms, and distribution of political
power. Therefore, political engineering by outsiders seldom
succeeds in radically altering the underlying conditions
responsible for a state’s ineffectiveness.
In other words, nation building is more than just short-term
post-conflict state formation or state building. Fukuyama
discusses two phases of nation building: its first phase consists of
post-conflict reconstruction; the second phase “consists of
creating self-sustaining political and economic institutions that
will ultimately permit competent democratic governance and
economic growth.”10 In this paper, state building is viewed as the
initial phase of nation building. While in Europe nation building
historically preceded state building, in post-colonial states, state
building preceded nation building.11
A stronger state does not emerge in time in the natural
course of nation building. Nation building generally assumes that
someone is doing the building intentionally. It is a difficult and
long-term process with high costs in manpower, lives, and
resources.12 It requires building a society, economy, and polity
that will meet the basic needs of the people. 13 The long-term
success and viability of an emerging nation depends on the
nature and quality of its leadership. Leadership is essential to
providing purpose and direction during the process of nation
building. A new nation may falter without capable, legitimate,
and visionary leaders.
During periods of crisis and historical change, the quality of
a nation’s leaders can prove decisive. During the most
challenging period in its history, Korea produced some
extraordinary leaders. Together, they protected the nation from
Communist threat, created an economic miracle, and built a
dynamic democracy. The United States has intervened and/or
acted as an occupation authority in some developing countries
where it has pursued nation building activities. Unlike these

cases, Korea’s success in nation building is its own; it is the
result of Koreans’ own efforts rather than those of the United
States.
While some countries such as Korea have succeeded in
nation building, many others have stagnated or regressed. Why
and under what circumstances do some states succeed, while
others do not? What sort of leadership is most effective in nation
building, and how does such leadership differ from that of a
stable democracy? In order to answer these questions, analysts
need to situate themselves more firmly within the context and
from the point of view of the leaders of third world states.
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Existing Research on Political Leadership
In developing countries, there has been a tendency for social
scientists to apply Western standards of leadership to the study
of their political leaders without due consideration of the
historical, economic, social, and security realities in which their
governments have operated.14 In such studies, the countries have
generally been regarded as “normal” states—not much different
from a Western democracy, that is, generally socially stable,
economically prosperous, and politically institutionalized and
mature. It may be argued that like most new states Korea during
the early decades of its history was located at the other end of the
extreme—highly vulnerable in terms of security, socially chaotic,
economically poor, and politically underdeveloped. Nevertheless,
scholars and writers of leadership in Korea and other third world
nations tend to remove leaders from their particular contexts. But
by removing leaders from their particular contexts and
evaluating them in isolation, researchers have failed to provide a
comprehensive and balanced account of the role such leaders
have played.
Studies of leadership in developing countries have been most
heavily influenced by American scholarship. As a result, they
tend to be highly critical of the governments and political leaders
of developing countries. But the United States is exceptional in
many ways. In particular, the country was born through a
revolution against state authority. There are, therefore, many
differences distinguishing the U.S. from other countries: the
United States is consistently more antistatist, individualistic,
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laissez-faire, and egalitarian than other democracies.15 “When an
American thinks about the problem of government-building,” as
Huntington puts it, “he directs himself not to the creation of
authority and accumulation of power but rather to the limitation
of authority and the division of power.… [He] is so
fundamentally anti-government that he identifies with restriction
on government.”16 Blessed with economic plenty, social wellbeing, and political stability in the United States, American
political science has been indifferent to political development
and leadership, which handicaps the country in assisting the
political development of developing nations. 17 As a result,
political leaders of developing nations are generally viewed as
illegitimate or undemocratic, without giving due consideration to
the possible necessity of power and authority to national stability
and development.
Thus, existing scholarship on leadership tends to insist on
democratization before the rest of the state apparatus is in place.
However, it appears equally necessary to build a state before
beginning the process of democratization. It is wrong to view
democratization as a component of the process of state building,
because the democratization effort assumes that functioning state
apparatuses are already in place.18 A more practical question is
whether, as parts of the nation building effort, democratic
processes are so important in principle that they should be
encouraged regardless of consequences. Democracy in the initial
stages of development may in fact have a destabilizing effect; the
introduction of a democratic system will either decrease state
capacity or generate demands for new types of state capabilities
that are weak or even nonexistent.19 As a matter of fact, political
participation and demands are usually growing more rapidly than
governmental capability to meet them, overloading the
government and at times leading to breakdown and chaos. Until
the mid-1980s, the failures of democracy were more the rule
than the exception among developing nations.20
Therefore, before a country can become a democracy it must
have coherent, effective administration. 21 Thus, Fukuyama
argues that state building (i.e., strengthening state capacity) is
one of the most important issues for the world. 22 Krasner and
Pascual also believe that creation of the institutions of a market

democracy—or fostering the “supply side” of governance— is a
fundamental requirement of nation building.23
Existing leadership studies on developing nations also reveal
a methodological weakness: a researcher will typically apply a
trait or institutional approach which limits the scope of his or her
study. The trait approach focuses on the personalities of
individual leaders.24 A fault in this approach is its emphasis on
the “individual” himself, rather than on the individual as a factor
within a unique social and political milieu. Another problem
with this approach is its tendency to project blame for the
failures and ailments of the nation on the leader, without
understanding the circumstances in which that leader operated.
In an institutional approach it is assumed that the nature of a
leader’s role is determined in large part by the constitution and
laws that define it, and by a well-established political process.25
This approach focuses on interactions between the chief
executive and other political institutions, such as the legislature,
political parties, and other politically relevant organizations.
However, institutions are only one aspect of the leadership
environment. More importantly, the underdevelopment of
political institutions in third world nations poses a major
challenge to applying the institutional approach to the study of
its leaders. Indeed, almost by definition in third world states the
leader precedes the emergence of mature political institutions. In
Montesquieu’s dictum, “at the birth of societies, it is the leaders
of the commonwealth who create the institutions; afterwards it is
the institutions that shape the leaders.” 26 Similarly, Benjamin
and Duvall argue that in well-developed polities leaders are
“constrained by the institutional-legal order,” while in a
developing society they are “the shaper of the emerging
institutional-legal order.”27
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A Theoretical Framework of Leadership for Nation Building
The nature and process of nation building are not well
understood. Nation building is creating something where once
was nothing. As Machiavelli noted, “There is nothing more
difficult to arrange, more doubtful of success, and more
dangerous to carry through, than to initiate a new order of
things.”28 Even under the best of conditions, nation building is a
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difficult task. Thus, only a few states have succeeded in nation
building while many others have failed, even collapsed.29 Since
the early 1990s, we have witnessed serious crises in Somalia,
Haiti, Cambodia, Bosnia, Kosovo, Rwanda, Liberia, Sierra
Leone, Congo, and Afghanistan. There are many failed leaders
and even today many nations are experiencing a leadership crisis.
In those nations, weak, incompetent, or nonexistent government
is the source of the crisis. However, the problems of nation
building have not been restricted to third world states. The
European state-building experience was much more violent and
top-down than is commonly acknowledged. 30 Therefore, the
ability to create missing state capabilities and institutions is
critical to nation building.31
The colonial legacies of many third world states makes their
nation building more challenging than in the case of Western
states. These countries were often created arbitrarily and without
the prerequisites for long-term internal and external security. The
result was the creation of many quasi-sovereign states—states
possessing the nominal features of statehood but lacking the
functional capabilities, including the capacity to ensure internal
and external security.32 Thus, emerging nations may be destined
to pass through a period of turmoil, violence, and radical
political experimentation on the road to social and political
maturity.
Therefore, in order to explore and appreciate leadership for
nation building, it is necessary to understand the challenges and
problems leaders of third world nations generally face.33 First of
all, the most serious of these challenges is insecurity— a high
degree of internal and/or external threat.34 The underlying causes
of insecurity include the lack of unconditional legitimacy for
state boundaries, state institutions, as well as regimes, inadequate
societal cohesion, and the absence of societal consensus on
fundamental issues of social, economic, and political
organization, all of which are related to the process of state
building and its corollary, nation building.
The second most common problem facing developing
societies is poverty. Thus, late industrializers feel strong
economic pressure toward a centralization of political and
economic institutions. Often the choice is presented to and by

regimes as one entailing a trade-off between the advantages and
hopes of prosperity under conditions of order and the
disadvantages of unregulated “democracy” and disorder. 35 As
Thomas puts it, “The right to vote does not necessarily guarantee
people the right to food, shelter, and the basic necessities of
life.” 36 Thus, East Asian “developmental” states usually have
strong or even authoritarian governments.37
Finally, the time required to successfully complete nation
building differs fundamentally between the West and the Third
World. The tasks of nation building, which in the West were
accomplished over long stretches of time in an evolutionary
manner, in the Third World must be completed in a
revolutionary way, within a few decades, and under more
complex and difficult circumstances. Whereas Western states
had time to solve some of the worst problems of nation building
before they had to face the ordeals of mass politics, nation
building in the developing nations has no such luxury.38
In many developing nations, weak, incompetent, or
nonexistent government is the source of social and political crisis,
and lack of leadership is a common problem of government
failure. There are many failed leaders and even today many
nations are experiencing a leadership crisis. A recent analysis of
policy failures in Latin American countries concluded:
“Enhancing governance and strengthening accountability remain
the defining challenges of Latin American unstable democracies.
Government ineffectiveness and ineptness are major source of
ungovernability.”39
Thus, students of the third world posit the centrality of state
building in the political life of their own states.40 To this end,
three primary functions of state building are emphasized: to
protect people and property (law and order and national defense),
to establish government institutions and formulate policy (policy
capacity), and to extract resources to support governmental
activities and provide public services (taxation or extraction).
Raju Thomas considers military security, economic development,
and political democracy as the three essential pillars of a
nation.41 A good government is one that provides peace, security,
minimal levels of material and psychic satisfaction, and that
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makes progressive efforts to solve existing and emergent
problems.42
Thus, the author suggests three major tasks of leadership for
nation building in general:

often a life-or-death matter: economic growth, development, and
capital accumulation are more important than issues of social
equality and distributive justice, which are major concerns of
democratization. As Benjamin and Duvall point out, in
developing nations “social inequality is a necessary and hence
acceptable byproduct of development: turmoil with respect to
social inequality is a fully unacceptable threat to social order, to
be met with the full force of the state.”47 A study of ninety-eight
countries came to the conclusion that “among the poor nations,
an authoritarian political system increases the rate of economic
development, while a democratic political system does appear to
be a luxury which hinders development.”48
Political development, a long-term, gradual process, is the
third requirement of a modern nation. Only once a society
reaches a degree of economic development wherein the majority
of its populace enjoys a comfortable standard of living does
democracy become a major concern. Thus the irony that to the
degree an authoritarian leader succeeds in overcoming national
insecurity and poverty, it becomes more difficult for him to
justify his rule. However, introducing democratic institutions in
developing countries is no easy task, and even when such
institutions are established it is difficult to sustain them.
Undoubtedly, security pressure is not the only force that prevents
democracy from taking root. Poverty, illiteracy, the lack of
political maturity and experience, or the tradition of authoritarian
rule contributes to the difficulties of establishing and sustaining
democracies. As James Madison warned in The Federalist, No.
51, “you must first enable the government to control the
governed; and in the next place it to control itself.”49 In most
developing nations, governments have been unable to perform
the first function, much less the second.
Democracy presupposes the presence of minimal economic
autonomy to exercise political rights: the higher the
socioeconomic level of a country, the greater the chance that it
will be able to sustain a democracy.50 When a society reaches a
degree of economic development where the majority of the
populace enjoys a comfortable life, democracy becomes a major
concern. The priority of economic growth and social order
comes under challenge when subordinate citizens and groups

•
•
•

national security (internal and external security)
economic welfare (economic development and public
services such as education)
political development (individual rights and political
capacity)

The political capacities of new states, which struggle to
promote these tasks of nation building, are often overloaded by
the many problems and challenges confronting them. An
ordinary approach is usually inappropriate under such
extraordinary conditions. There is a hierarchy or priority among
these three tasks of nation building.43 The relative importance of
these factors differs by time (within a society) and place (among
societies at the same time). In their study of the challenges faced
by Japan and Turkey in achieving nation building, Ward and
Rustow suggest that these nations faced four sequential crises: a
crisis of national identity, the critical need for self-defense
against external enemies, the need for economic development,
and the need for political development. 44 Thus, in transitional
societies priority setting is much more important than it is in
Western democracies.
Nothing else can be considered more critical to a state than
the provision of national security. Security is a necessary
condition for state building. Without the assurance of national
security, the pursuit of other nation-building goals, such as
economic growth and democratization, is difficult, if not
impossible. 45 Not surprisingly, political leaders of newly
independent states are preoccupied, even obsessed, by the
survival of their states, and security considerations commonly
dominate their domestic and foreign policies, often to the
sacrifice of economic and democratizing issues.46
Once a nation’s security is assured, that nation then needs to
develop an economy strong enough to provide for the basic
needs of its people. Economic security in a third world state is
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demand social equality and distributive justice. In addition, if
authoritarian leaders succeed in overcoming insecurity and
poverty, it becomes more difficult for them to justify their rule.
Leadership is a function of its situation; it is contingent on
the interaction between the leader and the environment in which
the leader operates. 51 Different historical, social and political
contexts make different demands on leaders; what may be
effective or advantageous leadership for one society may be
disadvantageous for another. In other words, leadership tasks in
developing nations are quite different from those encountered in
Western democracies; consequently, leadership strategies and
styles must differ.52 In order to understand and evaluate thirdworld leaders, we need to pay more attention to their extremely
challenging leadership environments.
In a developing nation, situational factors tend to exert a
greater influence upon a leader’s behavior than the leader’s
personality or political institutions. Therefore, a “situational
approach” is more appropriate in leadership studies of
developing nations. 53 The most popular situational approach is
the contingency theory of leadership effectiveness developed by
Fred E. Fiedler. According to Fiedler, leadership effectiveness is
the result of interactions between the style of the leader and the
characteristics of the environment in which the leader works.54
He argues that under uncertain or difficult situations a taskoriented and authoritarian style of leadership is more effective
than a relationship-oriented (democratic) style. In an unstable
environment, where leader-follower relations are poor, tasks are
unstructured, or a leader’s legitimacy is weak, a strong and taskoriented leader who gets things accomplished proves to be the
most successful.
As discussed, developing countries face many concurrent
problems and challenges. Such extraordinary circumstances
require extraordinary leadership. In Western democracies, what
Burns called “transactional” (democratic) leadership is likely
appropriate.55 In third world countries, where circumstances are
uncertain and unfavorable and radical change is required,
“transformational” or charismatic leadership is the type more
likely to succeed.56

A political leader in a developing country faces many
problems and challenges. Does the leader actively make his
environment, or is he/she passively made by it? In other words,
whether the leader is active or passive will make a great
difference in nation building. An active leader is more likely to
be motivated, determined and decisive. Such a leader is also
more likely to tackle the difficult tasks of nation building
successfully. On the other hand, a passive leader is cautious and
more likely takes a “wait-and-see” or laissez-faire approach.
Rather than promoting his goals of nation building, such a leader
will likely allow him to be pushed and manipulated by political
enemies and pressure groups. In short, an active leadership style
is crucial for successful nation building.
In poor countries, effectiveness is usually more important
than legitimacy. As Woo-Cumings puts it, “legitimacy occurs
from the state’s achievements, not from the way it came to
power.”57 In those nations, people are preoccupied with the basic
needs of everyday life; political and administrative institutions
are underdeveloped and human resources are inexperienced.
Nation building requires good governance; the ability to create
missing state capabilities and institutions and to improve living
conditions is critical to nation building, and leadership plays an
important role in good governance. In other words,
organizational and managerial talent is also crucial for successful
leadership.
In nation building, leadership style and managerial skills are
arguably two of the most important elements. In terms of
leadership style and managerial skill, we may divide leadership
into four general types—inactive, operational, frustrated, and
effective (see Table 1).58
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Table1. Types of Leadership for Nation Building
Leadership Style
Passive
Active

Managerial Skill
High
Operational
Inactive Leadership
Leadership
Frustrated Leadership
Effective Leadership
Low
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Usually surrounded as he is by a hostile environment and
daunting challenges, an inactive leader is likely to be a failed
leader. An operational leader is more likely pressured to follow
policies his opponents want than initiating and promoting his
own agenda. An active leader who has ambitious goals but does
not know how to achieve them likely becomes frustrated. An
active leader with managerial talent will more likely have a
reasonable vision, choose practical goals, and likely prove more
successful than the other leader types. In developing nations, a
determined and managerially talented leader, or in Cyril Black’s
term ‘modernizing leader,’ will likely be more successful.59
Considering challenging leadership environment and
daunting leadership tasks in third world states, several criteria for
the evaluation of political leaders of developing nations are
suggested.60 First, a leader of a new nation needs to provide a
vision for the future of that nation. An inspired vision serves to
strengthen national unity and galvanize popular support for, and
participation in, nation building. Second, with limited political
and economic resources, major tasks of nation building cannot
be solved concurrently. Therefore, agenda and priority setting is
crucial to successful leadership. Third, a successful leader
requires qualities that guarantee successful implementation of
nation-building policies. Such qualities include the ability to
make sound appointments, managerial skill and personal
commitment. In addition, nation building, which in the West was
accomplished over centuries, must be completed in a few
decades and under more difficult circumstances. To overcome
the inertia and resistance of existing institutions, a successful
leader must be highly motivated and forceful, one who can
mobilize and concentrate resources to effectively implement his
policies. Fourth, skill in crisis management is a critical quality,
as internal and external threats to stability can be both sudden
and lethal. Finally, in developing nations, where legitimacy and
loyalty are not deeply rooted, integrity can cement popular trust
and support for the leader.

The Case of Korean Presidents
Problems of Nation Building
The challenges in nation building Korea faced after 1948
were more daunting than those many new nations have faced.
The country suffered not only from the common problems of
new nations but also national division, the devastating Korean
War, and the heavy burden of national defense owing to
continuous military confrontation with the Communist North. In
order to examine Korean leaders, particularly earlier presidents,
it is important first to evaluate the challenges they faced.
To begin with, the division of the country made the problems
of identity and legitimacy serious ones. A sense of national
identity had already been fatally damaged by colonial rule.
Shortly following liberation, national partition and the
establishment of an independent government in the southern half
created a serious identity and legitimacy crisis. North Korea has
always been seen as both an enemy and a partner in reunification.
Leftists and pro-unification groups in South Korea have always
questioned the legitimacy of the Korean government and its antiCommunist policies.
Second, like most third world states, insecurity has been a
perpetual feature of life in Korea; a fact more clearly recognized
by the rest of the world since the North Korean nuclear crisis of
recent years. From its inception North Korea denied South
Korea’s authority and declared the elimination of the South
Korean government as its primary national goal. Korea fought a
bloody war, and since the armistice of 1953 has remained
technically at war with the constant possibility of renewed
conflict. Further, the North Korean regime has also aimed to
bring the South under its rule through a strategy of “socialist
revolution in the South.”61 Like Israel, South Korea has been a
state under siege: the country has remained locked in conflict
with North Korea that entirely denies South Korea’s authority or
even its right to exist at all. Until the early 1960s, therefore,
survival and security had been the main concerns of the country.
Such a perilous security situation required the military to
play a more critical role in Korea than in other developing
nations. Considering Korea’s unique security challenges, a
leader with a military background ascending to the highest levels
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of government may seem natural. However, Koreans, especially
students and intellectuals, hold deeply rooted prejudices toward
the military, and thus toward any general-turned political
leaders. 62 In the tradition of Buddhism and Confucianism, the
man of arms was considered inferior to the man of letters, whose
role was often seen as that of ruling elite and who paid little
attention to security. 63 During and after the Korean War,
however, with massive support by the U.S., the Korean military
was rapidly transformed into a modern institution in an
otherwise underdeveloped country. After the 1961 military coup,
Park Chung Hee and other former military leaders who were
proud of the efficiency, advanced technology and discipline of
the military, despised the civilian mentality of the old order.
However, intellectuals and the opposition regarded rule by a
general-turned-president, even if legitimately elected, as not only
illegitimate but unqualified.
During and after the Korean War, Korea was one of the
poorest countries in the world. Moreover, economic growth in
the country had more important implications than in other
developing countries. Economic performance was seen as a
barometer in gauging the superiority of the two competing
ideologies of the North and the South. In 1960, per capita
income in the South was 80 dollars, while the North’s figure was
208 dollars.64 Korea had to move fast; without strong action to
halt the economic stagnation and lingering social and political
unrest, unification of the peninsula might well occur on terms
favorable to the North. The survival and legitimacy of Korea
depended upon decreasing the South-North economic gap.
Korean leaders had to demonstrate the effectiveness of a nonCommunist path to economic development and military
security.65
Although the three national goals of nation building
(national security and stability, economic growth, and
democracy) have competed in Korean politics throughout its
post-1948 history, the priority shifted from the achievement of
security and stability to that of economic prosperity, and finally
to an extension of political liberty. This sequence of priorities
allows development to be completed in stages—conditions for
the success of each stage being built upon the one preceding it.

An understanding of the interplay among issues of security,
economic growth, and political development is necessary before
an analysis of Korean leadership is more fully articulated.
Western-style democracy was hurriedly transplanted in 1948
onto a debilitated and inhospitable Korean political soil that had
known no self-government for thirty-six years. Militaristic
colonial rule had replaced an incompetent and tottering
Confucian feudal dynasty. The newly introduced democratic
principles were nearly the opposite of the premises upon which
life had been built for most Koreans up to the moment of
independence. Korean trials and errors in democracy were
perhaps inevitable.
Korea’s continuous and rapid economic growth at the
expense of democratic principles produced a seriously
unbalanced society, one that was economically developed but
politically immature and generating powerful pressures for
democratization. 66 This imbalance led to serious tensions, and
ultimately to a crisis of legitimacy which led to the transition to
full democracy. In 1988, the first year of the Roh Tae Woo
administration, the country’s per capita income reached
$4,000the level at which Adam Przeworski and his colleagues
suggest, “Democracy is almost certain to survive.”67 In the late
1980s, Koreans also witnessed the demise of Communism in
Eastern Europe, weakening and strategically isolating North
Korea and reducing that country’s security threat toward Korea.
It was at this time that democracy became the most pressing
national goal, a goal that could no longer be delayed in the name
of national security and economic development.
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Previous Scholarship
Korean presidents who overcame daunting challenges and
succeeded in nation building have been underestimated, mainly
due to the lack of appropriate criteria for evaluation. There is a
tendency to approach the study of Korean presidents from
American liberal perspectives, without giving due consideration
to the historical, economic, social, and security realities in which
Korean presidents operated.68
American influence has been far more strongly felt in Korea
than in any other new nation. During the three-year American
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occupation following liberation in 1945, Americans imposed
their standards and institutions, including their presidential
system. The Korean War and its legacy made Korea dependent
upon continued American assistance and advice. Despite the
enormous gap between American ideals and Korean realities,
foreign scholars and journalists paid little attention to the
difficulties and challenges Korean leaders faced, especially
during the 1950s and 1960s. They wrote of Korean leaders in
terms of biased stereotypes, reinforcing unfavorable images.
Korean intellectuals tend to reflect these Western views, and to
evaluate and criticize their leaders using American liberal
democratic standards. It is no surprise that Korean presidents fall
short of their expectations. As Jeanne J. Kirkpatrick, former
United States ambassador to the United Nations, once said,
“Most of the governments in the world are, by American
standards, bad governments. Democracy has been rare in the
world.”69
In fact, leaders alone were not responsible for the failures of
Korean democracy. Clinton L. Rossiter suggests three types of
threats to democracywar, economic catastrophe, and social
unrest. 70 Inexperienced and resource-poor Korean governments
struggled with all of these threats during the early period of the
Republic. No government anywhere in the world could deal
adequately with such a set of compounded problems. Koreans
had accepted democratic principles enthusiastically, not fully
understanding what these meant or implied. Deviation from the
ideal model of democracy has often been blamed on flaws of
government and its leaders.
Nevertheless, most Korean and foreign views on Korean
politics and leadership tend to focus on democracy, to the
neglect of security and economics–critical issues in Korean
politics.71 Not a single Korean college political science textbook
contains a chapter (or even a section) dedicated to a discussion
of these issues. It is astonishing that security has been almost
totally neglected in the study of Korean leadership, even in
assessments of Syngman Rhee, who struggled against a
Communist-led insurgency and the Korean War throughout his
presidency.

Evaluation of Presidents
There has been a tendency to define Korean politics from a
Western liberal perspective in terms of a simple dichotomy
between democracy and dictatorship. Thus, Korean presidents of
earlier decades were regarded as “dictators”, or at best
“developmental dictators.” However, the evaluation of Korean
presidents in terms of the theoretical perspective in this paper
will arrive at different results.
It was argued earlier that leadership effectiveness is the
result of leadership style and the characteristics of the
environment in which the leader works. From the perspective of
leadership for nation building, a leader is likely to be more
successful if the leader can meet the challenges his nation faces
and contribute to achieving the timely task of nation building.
Earlier, the author suggested four types of leadership for nation
building—inactive, operational, frustrated, and effective (Table
2). It is argued that an active and managerially capable leader is
likely to be an effective nation builder. Park Chung Hee, a man
of strong will and commitment and of excellent managerial skills,
succeeded in achieving his goals more effectively than other
Korean presidents. To a lesser degree, Chun Doo Hwan,
although politically controversial, demonstrated the same
leadership strengths as Park. Unquestionably, the effectiveness
of Park and Chun governments does not alleviate the question of
the legitimacy of their presidencies.
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Table 2. Leadership Patterns of Korean Presidents
Managerial Skill

Leadership Style
Passive

Active

Low
Inactive Leadership
(Chang Myon & Choi
Kyu Ha)
Frustrated Leadership
(Syngman Rhee, YS
Kim, DJ Kim & MH
Roh)

High
Operational
Leadership
(Roh Tae Woo)
Effective
Leadership
(Park Chung Hee &
Chun Doo Hwan)

On the other hand, Syngman Rhee, Kim Young Sam, Kim
Dae Jung, and Roh Moo Hyun were ambitious and determined,
but found themselves frustrated, mainly owing to a lack of
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managerial skills, including poor priority setting and personnel
management. A top executive of a modern nation manages a
very complex organization, called government, under very
uncertain and rapidly changing environment. Therefore, good
organizational management is essential to successful leadership.
Recent presidents (Kim Young Sam, Kim Dae Jung, and Roh
Moo Hyun), who were long-term anti-government fighters, were
anti-bureaucratic, anti-government, or both, maintained the
mentality of pro-democracy struggle and mismanaged the
government, greatly disappointing Korean people.72
Chang Myon (a short-term premier after the 1960 student
uprising) and Choi Kyu-ha (an interim president after the death
of Park Chung Hee) may be examples of inactive leaders. Chang
was both cautious and lacking in managerial capability, unable to
control his divided administration as well as to meet challenges
following the 1960 student uprising. Choi was too passive and
indecisive to manage the crisis in the wake of Park Chung Hee’s
death. By contrast, another general-turned-president, Roh Tae
Woo, was an operational leader. He had administrative skills but
was passive. Rather than demonstrating true leadership, he
allowed himself to be pushed and manipulated by his political
enemies and activist groups.
Good management is essential to successful political
leadership. Organizational and managerial skills are especially
important for the leaders of developing nations because political
institutions and the policymaking process are not well
established. Both Park and Chun managed the government by
institutions rather than personal whim. These two leaders learned
organizational and managerial skills during military careers and
established strong, effective national management teams by
recruiting capable technocrats. 73 The best presidents are ones
who surround themselves with the best advisers. In his memoirs,
Dwight Eisenhower emphasized the importance of
organizational ability: “Organization cannot make a genius out
of an incompetent, nor make the decisions that are necessary to
trigger actions, disorganization can scarcely fail to result in
inefficiency and can easily lead to disaster.”74
In contrast, recent three presidents (Kim Young Sam, Kim
Dae Jung, and Roh Moo Hyun), who were proud of their

democratic legitimacy, are often regarded as “failed” and/or
“imperial” presidents. According to a 2001 survey, a sizeable
majority (82%) of Koreans believed Korean democracy to be in
crisis, while a plurality of the respondents rated the Kim Dae
Jung government more negatively than the authoritarian
government of Chun Doo Hwan. 75 Three recent presidents
pursued lofty goals such as democratic reform and social justice.
There was a big gap between what they wanted to do and what
they actually could achieve. They were radical reformists, but
lacked the leadership skills to carry out their agendas. Antigovernment struggle is one thing and governing is another. Their
presidencies have been overshadowed by exceedingly poor
appointments, mismanagement of the government, serious
presidential personality and character flaws, and scandals. For a
five-year single term president, there is no room for trial and
error; unless he is well prepared and effective, his term is likely
to be marred by mistakes and misjudgments he did not intend to
commit.
There is no doubt that those three presidents made
significant contributions to Korean democracy, the third task of
Korean nation building. Popular elections do not always
guarantee the selection of competent leadership. As Max Lerner
wrote, “ideals and ethics are important as norms, but they are
scarcely effective as techniques.”76 Questions of legitimacy and
effectiveness are interrelated: even a legitimate government may
lose its legitimacy if the regime is incapable of functioning, just
as an illegitimate regime may become acceptable if it proves to
be effective, and may purchase legitimacy by such prolonged
performance.77
Korean and foreign experts alike have criticized Syngman
Rhee, the first president and a strong anti-Communist leader
during the Korean War, for his failure to establish a workable
democracy, while paying little attention to the security dilemma
he faced. In terms of leadership for nation building, he made a
great contribution to national security, the most urgent
requirement of nation building. Under an acute and constant
security crisis throughout his presidency, Rhee’s paramount
priority was national survival. To him, without the assurance of
national security the pursuit of other nation building goals was
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nearly impossible.78 As Rossiter suggests three types of crisis in
democracy (i.e. war, rebellion and economic crisis), the Rhee
government faced a war, internal and external threats, and deep
economic crisis at a once while inheriting neither a democratic
traditions nor any political institutions and with very limited
resources and trained manpower.
Rhee’s anti-Communist and security-first policies were well
founded, considering the daunting challenges to the very
existence of the Republic that were prevalent during his
presidency. His preoccupation with unification may be viewed as
an extension of his security policy. Rhee’s leadership was
relatively successful as he was able to prevail over the most
critical national threatsCommunist insurgencies, civil and
military uprisings, and the Korean War. His stubborn demand for
a U.S.–Korea security pact ultimately succeeded and guaranteed
national security, economic growth, and democracy in coming
decades.
In the previous section, the author suggested criteria to
evaluate political leadership for nation buildingvision, agenda
setting, appointments, managerial skill, crisis management,
commitment, integrity, and achievement. Table 3 shows the
results of the author’s evaluation of seven Korean presidents
based upon these criteria. 79 How long a Koran president
remained in power makes a difference in terms of his
performance. Three earlier presidents (Rhee, Park, and Chun in
power for 12, 18, and 7 years respectively) had enough time to
build basic national infrastructures. Recent presidents since Roh
Tae Woo have served single 5-year terms, making it difficult for
them to make significant achievements.
Table 3. Overall Evaluation of Korean Presidents
1
2

TW
Roh
1
1

YS
Kim
2
2

DJ
Kim
2
2

MH
Roh
1
1

3

3

2

1

1

1

2

3

3

1

1

2

1

3

3

3

1

3

3

1

Vision

Rhee

Park

Chun

Agenda Setting

3
2

3
3

1

Appointments
Managerial
Skills
Crisis
Management
Commitment
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Integrity
1
2
1
1
2
1
Achievement
2
4
3
2
1
2
Notes: excellent=4; good=3; average=2; below average=1

2
1

The author emphasizes that agenda setting, managerial and
organization skills, and appointments are important qualities of
leadership for nation building. It is no surprise that Park Chung
Hee and Chun Doo Hwan made greater achievements than other
presidents, as they were superior in these qualities. Such
leadership is vital in developing nations, where leaders attempt
to promote short-cut modernization under difficult circumstances.
Leadership has been a lingering issue in South Korea for last
two decades. Ineffective leadership is a large part of the answer.
Future leaders should learn the lesson that a single term
presidency has no time for trial and error. In order to be
successful, a president must be well prepared and effective:
needed is a pragmatic agenda with clear policy priorities, a
capable national management team, systemic management of the
government, and proactive role of the president. A president
should not underestimate the strengths and achievements of his
predecessors and work on the foundation built by them and try to
solve problems and improve conditions in a mature fashion.
Conclusion
In this paper, nation building is seen as a developmental
problem rather than an international security issue. Three major
tasks of nation building—internal and external security,
economic growth, and political development—are identified.
Faced with obstacles and challenges as well as limited state
capacity, the priority in nation building should be in the order of
security, economy and democracy. It is assumed that good
governance by effective leadership is a requirement of successful
nation building. Unlike a typical liberal democratic approach to
political leadership, the perspective explored in this paper pays
attention to the important tasks of nation building, such as
security and economic growth, given their importance in
developing nations. During the early stage of nation building, a
leader needs to succeed in tackling insecurity and poverty. Such
a leader has to be strong and task-oriented. It is argued that
Korean nation building was successful because the country had
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strong and/or effective leaders and because they focused first on
the most urgent tasks in nation building.
This article, therefore, evaluates and reaches conclusions
regarding Korean presidents that are significantly different from
other existing views. Although there are some debatable
elements in this perspective, it provides a more balanced view on
Korean leaders and politics. During the most difficult and
challenging period in its history, South Korea produced some
extraordinary leaders. Together, they preserved the nation from
Communist rule, created “the miracle on Han,” and built a
dynamic democracy. Within a half-century, South Korea was
transformed from a country of dire poverty to one of relative
well being, from post-colonial chaos to dynamic democracy,
from an underdeveloped society to a post-industrial one, and
from a client state to a key economic and political powerhouse in
East Asia.
It is fair to say that each Korean president made different
contributions to nation building. Syngman Rhee promoted
security-oriented policies and helped preserve the country from
Communist takeover, succeeding the first task of nation
building–security. Park Chung Hee and Chun Doo Hwan pushed
economy-first policies and achieved a “miracle on the Han,”
which provided favorable conditions for improving national
security and developing democracy, thus succeeding in the
second task of nation building–economy. Since the late 1980s,
based on the economic and social foundations established by
their predecessors, Roh Tae Woo and his successors succeeded
in the transition to full democracy, the third task of nation
building. Although the seven presidents pursued different goals
and strategies, their presidencies appear to be complementary in
terms of nation building. It is concluded that since Korea tackled
tasks of nation building in the order of urgency from security,
economy to democracy, the country could succeed in nation
building more effectively than any other developing nation.
The case of Korea has valuable implications for other
developing nations, not only because the country has succeeded
in nation building but also because almost two-thirds of the
earth’s population continues to struggle for security, stability,
prosperity, and democracy. Nation building efforts in weak or

failed states by outside powers may need to pay greater attention
to creating the basic national infrastructures of those states, such
as security and administrative institutions, as well as establishing
economic foundations.
The world is witnessing numerous failures in nation
building, and such a phenomenon is a serious global concern. In
a developing state, appropriate leadership can make the
difference between steady progress and early ruin. In a world
undergoing
revolutionary
technological
change
and
globalization, the call for good leadership has been ubiquitous.
The more rapid the process of nation building, the more urgent
that need.
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